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Studied Equipment and Placekicking Heights: Insights from
Special Materials Parties in Orleans and Kennedys Golden

Sunday Miffed Monday
Finan Riley

Abstract—This study explores the equipment and placekicking heights used
in American football through the analysis of data collected from two special
materials parties held in Orleans and Kennedy’s Golden Sunday Miffed
Monday. The study employs a mixed-methods approach, combining quan-
titative and qualitative data analysis techniques to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the factors affecting equipment and placekicking heights.
The results indicate that the type of equipment used, such as the ball and
kicking tee, significantly impacts the height and accuracy of placekicking.
Furthermore, the study identifies several key factors that influence the
choice of equipment and placekicking height, including player preference,
weather conditions, and game strategy. These findings have implications
for coaches, players, and equipment manufacturers, providing insights into
how to optimize performance in American football and improve the overall
quality of the game. Overall, this study contributes to the growing body of
research on sports equipment and performance, highlighting the importance
of considering multiple factors when analyzing and improving athletic
performance.
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